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Introduction
Collaborate across boundaries
Cros is a layer 2 protocol and a framework for collaboration between organizations using blockchain smart
contracts. Cros sets out to empower MetaVerses, NFTs, DeFi protocols, Gaming platforms, and more to
execute their business value chains with full traceability, and in a trustless, tamper-proof manner, with
advanced on/off ramp integrations to create an interconnected blockchain economy.
Cros combines the best of Ethereum and sovereign blockchains into a pioneering cross-org system. Cros
solves pain points associated with Blockchains, like high gas fees and slow speeds, without sacriﬁcing on
security.
In our solution, we consider blockchain as any other design component and solve for scalability issues
through the right mix of side chains, rollups and other techniques. Integration with Polygon and a
built-for-purpose Layer 2 solution are different technical design strategies considered in the solution.
We integrate with Polygon for functionality like checkpointing, consensus, layer 2 scaling, dispute
resolution mechanism and interoperability with other chains while being Ethereum compatible. Building
Cros speciﬁc layer 2 scaling solutions and interoperability across different blockchain networks is a key
area of focus in our product roadmap.
The Cros platform will allow organizations to discover liquidity, exchange assets (ﬁat, crypto, services,
goods), and orchestrate value chains between them by leveraging on-chain/off-chain veriﬁable trust.
Cross-Org collaboration between MetaVerses, NFT platforms, DeFi protocols, Gaming platforms, and other
Crypto entities is either nonexistent or inefﬁcient. Flawed compliance processes riddled with conﬂicts of
interests and regular scandals. No clear standards or processes for the exchange of assets and liquidity
discovery between metaverses, Deﬁ protocols, Gaming, and NFT platforms. Which is expensive and
doesn’t guarantee privacy. Cros is here to change that.
The traditional view of markets and organizations relies on a sequential thinking process, whether it is
business value chain or supply chain. Businesses are slowly realizing that they are part of a larger network,
not merely a link in a chain. This necessitates an ecosystem approach to resource planning, business
process execution, and collaboration between the various nodes of the network.
This paradigm shift will be based on a completely revised deﬁnition of Ownership, Control, and Trust - the
hallmarks of the operation model of traditional business. As the typical organization today is run on
centralized systems, it is difﬁcult to come to a consensus on building, running, and operating a
cross-organization collaboration solution while addressing the ownership, trust, and control issues. Cros
blockchain technology will be the enabler of such a paradigm shift towards cooperative competition, or
Coopetition
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Challenge
Today’s blockchain solutions leave the hard
work of integration to Organizations
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Challenge
Traceability

Security

80% of Organizations data is wasted in
moving, aggregating, cleansing, verifying,
and sharing data with other business
entities.

Compromised trusted intermediaries
mediating and controlling the execution of
inter-org business processes alone cost
organizations $300 billion annually.

Trust

Revenue Loss

Cross-Org collaboration between
MetaVerses, NFT platforms, DeFi protocols,
Gaming platforms, are either nonexistent or
inefﬁcient. Flowed compliance processes
riddled with conﬂicts of interests and
regular scandals.

Coordination costs increase with the
degree of specialization, thereby limiting it.
The estimated loss of revenue is 27%-40%
for businesses.

No Guarantee

Silo Processes

No clear standards or processes for cross
exchange of assets and liquidity between
metaverses, Deﬁ protocols, Gaming, and
NFT platforms. Which is expensive and
doesn’t guarantee privacy.

Because of the prevailing reliance on siloed
processes and no shared truth among
organizations, Aian businesses lose around
$40 billion every year.
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Solution
Cros is a layer 2 protocol and a framework for
collaboration between organizations using
blockchain smart contracts.

Empowering DeFi protocols, NFT platforms, MetaVerses, Gaming platforms, and more to execute their
business value chains with full traceability, and in a trustless, tamper-proof environment.
Single-Click
Deployments
of value chains

Flexible models
For developing custom
processes

cros.network

Interoperability Protocols
For liquidity discovery and
exchange of assets
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Technology
Cros has been designed with an “Organization First” mindset and a focus on ease of integration and
transparent execution of cross-org business processes. In our solution, we consider blockchain as any
other design component and solve for scalability issues through the right mix of side chains, rollups, and
other techniques.
Integration with Polygon and a built-for-purpose Layer 2 solution are different technical design
strategies considered in the solution.
Blockchain suitability has been assessed against the key scenarios and requirements covering attributes
such as multiparty, trusted authority, data immutability, and non-repudiation and transparency.
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Technology
Platform

Protocol

Plumbing in the form of APIs and tools with
connectors to Cloud ERPs service and a
rich designer to model the collaborative
business processes.

Message and control ﬂow between two or more
participating organizations to deploy their business
processes and assets, execute, control and monitor
them on-chain.

Modularity in design to enable
Marketplace for plugins to design, deploy
and monitor the business processes with
customizability & extensibility built-in.

Housekeeping services in the protocol
also covers services like process
instantiation, permission management, and
event triggers.
Protocol Token to create ﬁnancial incentives
that drive the network of participating
organizations to act rationally and coordinate
their behavior toward the completion of the
process.
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Architecture
Cros architecture consists of the following
composable layers:
ERPs

Enterprise Service Bus

Processes & Assets

Cloud ERP Tenants

Connectors

Organization Layer

PLATFORM API
Integration Layer
BPM Design

Mediate & Control

Contract Factory

Process Workﬂow

Audit & Monitor

Triggers & Events

Data Privacy & Permission

Assets & Process Data
Cros Network Layer

Runtime Registry

Messaging

Transaction Collation

State

Consensus

IPFS Storage

Consensus & Staking

Organization Layer

Disputes

Finality

Layer 1 Chain

Integration Layer

● This layer consists of collaboration tools &

● This layer provides the tooling for two or

processes that organizations have in their

more participating organizations to design &

ecosystems.

deploy their business processes and assets,

● Plumbing for connecting with enterprises and
other ecosystems, such as metaverses, is an
integral part of this organization layer.

execute, control and monitor them.
● Pluggable architecture patterns are used to
provide such services as a managed platform
or through external adaptors and plugins
from other ecosystem players.
● This layer is implemented as a framework
with a library of modules for deployment with
customized components features and
conﬁguration related to asset registry,
process execution and control, monitoring
and auditing of different business processes.
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Architecture
Cros Network Layer

Layer 1

● This layer is a non-native protocol that

●

We integrate with Polygon for functionality like

facilitates the coordination between a

checkpointing, consensus, layer 2 scaling, dispute

network of nodes to forum consensus around

resolution mechanism and interoperability with

business process instantiation, execution and

other chains while being Ethereum compatible.

control with incentive mechanism via token.

●

● Providing housekeeping services for process

Building Cros speciﬁc layer 2 scaling solutions
and interoperability across different blockchain

instantiation through smart contracts,

networks is a key area of focus in our product

permission management and event triggers.

roadmap.

● It is also an abstraction over the transaction

●

In our solution, we consider blockchain as any

collation, consensus algorithms, runtime

other design component and solve for scalability

registry and asset & process data stored

issues through the right mix of side chains,

off-chain securely.

rollups, and other techniques.
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The Cros Token
A Democratic system owned by its users
The CROS token is an atomic unit of value exchange inside the Cros ecosystem, resulting in the creation
of a transactional economy between buyers and sellers. This consists of features that allow users to earn
value and to spend it on services that are internal to the Cros ecosystem. Fueling the Cros Ecosystem and
powering a Decentralized Cross-Org Network and a Value Chain Execution System. Propose and vote on
changes to the network’s development including parameters such Payments, Staking, and Liquidity.
A democratic system owned by its users, empowering them to decide its future in a fully transparent
manner.
The CROS token serves four distinct purposes:

Governance

Payment

Given that the organization is the root of the
solution, $CROS holders will have signiﬁcant
control over the protocol, whereby they will be
able to participate in exceptional events such
as protocol upgrades and ﬁxes.

The CROS token is an atomic unit of value
exchange inside the Cros ecosystem, being the
payment currency for MetaVerses, NFT platforms,
DeFi protocols, and all value chain participants.
Resulting in the creation of a transactional
economy between buyers and sellers.

Staking

Validation

The platform is designed using game theory to
incentivize CROS holders to behave honestly
and secure the network. Good players will be
rewarded by this mechanism and bad players
will be ﬁned and ultimately lose their stake.

The network selects validators to verify each
transaction on the blockchain to safeguard
your data. Validators make sure that all
activities on the network reﬂect the values of
the community, which creates a democratic
system owned by its users.
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Who we are and
why we’re doing this
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Our Vision
We imagine an integrated world that is free of tamper
and intermediaries, where our data and balance sheets
are our own - safe from centralization.
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Founders
Cros is the ﬂagship project by Cros Foundation, a
Foundation founded to facilitate a fully functional and
user-friendly decentralized web.
Behind Cros is a team of pioneers with deep industry experience from Google, Microsoft, Oracle, Cisco,
Deloitte, and EY that have banded together to facilitate a fully functional and user-friendly decentralized
web.

IM Shousha

Ajay Bhandari

Hussein Abdelkarim

Founder

Founder

Founder
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Team

Sachin A.

Vikranth P.

Bharath K.

Principal Architect

Product Lead

Engineering Manager

Sandeep G.

Nirmal S.

Dave Elmert

Senior Developer

Program Manager

Senior Product Designer

Be a part of Cros Community
Or see open position on Cros Network
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Find out more
Ofﬁcial Website

cros.network
Twitter

@cros_network
Medium

crosnetworks.medium.com
Telegram

t.me/CrosOfﬁcialANN
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